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In [ 1, Section 5.1, pp. 86-881, the authors propose a new proof of cut elimination 
in linear logic that uses the framework of the sequent calculus and they present it as 
a result derived from their central outcome on inference permutability in linear logic. 
This result is formalised in [l, Theorem 5.2, p. 871. To prove Theorem 5.2, the authors 
assume a proof ZI of a CLL sequent l-d. In [ 1, Definition 5.4, page 871, they define a 
measure of cut complexity in a CLL proof as the maximum of the complexity of the 
cuts that are not preceded by another one in the proof. For the proof ZZ, this measure 
is denoted c(n). Then they consider a property p(n) for n E [O,c(ZZ)] which is stated 
as follows: 
there exists a proof li’, with the same conclusion as I7 such that c(II,) = c(n) - n. 
They infer that the property J’(n) for any n E [O,c(ZZ)] is an immediate consequence 
of [ 1, Theorem 5.1, p. 871. The details of the proof that grounds such an affirmation 
are not given in the article but they can be found in [2, Armexe B, pp. 205-2091 in 
a slightly different form. The property p(n) is proved by induction on n. The basis 
case is trivial and the induction step starts by assuming that P(n) is true for some 
n E [0, c(n)]. From this, it remains to prove that P(n+l) is also true. By induction 
hypothesis, there exists a proof Zi’, of EA such that c(ZZ,) = c(ZZ) - n. Then we 
consider all cuts that have c(ZZ,) as complexity and that are not preceded by others 
cuts in II,. Let IZ, be the sub-proof of II, that has such a cut c as the last inference. 
Using Theorem 5.1, we replace n, with a proof Z7: such that c(nL) < c(n,). We 
repeat this operation for all similar cuts and we obtain a new proof IZ,+, of tA. Then 
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we deduce that c(II,+i ) < c(Ii’,). Unfortunately, this deduction is false: the proof II: 
that replaces a sub-proof II, can be without cuts and in this case, a cut that follows II: 
in II, can give a cut complexity to II,,, that is at least equal to c(II,). The following 
example illustrates this flaw in the reasoning. Let II be the proof below. 
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According to [l, Definition 5.4, p. 871, the cut complexity in II is the complexity of 
the highest cut c, that is 2. According to the strategy described above, the sub-proof 
II, that ends with c can be replaced with the proof II: that is reduced to the following 
axiom: 
In this way, II becomes the following proof II’. 
Unfortunately, the cut complexity in ZI’ is the same as in II. 
As a conclusion, the measure of cut complexity in a CLL proof proposed in [ 1, 
Definition 5.4, p. 871 is not appropriate in the sense that there is no obvious strategy 
of cut reduction that leads to decreasing this measure. A more sophisticated measure 
of cut complexity must be found. Such a measure is given in [3] and it used not 
only to prove cut elimination in the sequent calculus of linear logic but also strong 
normalisation. 
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